Recent advances in generative modeling of text have demonstrated remarkable improvements in terms of fluency and coherency. In this work we investigate to which extent a machine can discriminate real from machine generated text. This is important in itself for automatic detection of computer generated stories, but can also serve as a tool for further improving text generation. We show that learning a dedicated scoring function to discriminate between real and fake text achieves higher precision than employing the likelihood of a generative model. The scoring functions generalize to other generators than those used for training as long as these generators have comparable model complexity and are trained on similar datasets.
Related Work
While there is ongoing effort towards generating text without specifying a word ordering [Kaiser et al., 2018 , Stern et al., 2018 , Gu et al., 2019 , Ghazvininejad et al., 2019 , the dominant approach to text generation is still based on auto-regressive models which generate one word at the time from left to right. The basic component of these models is a predictor of the next word in the sequence conditioned on the previously generated words. Such conditional distribution can be represented by a count-based ngram model or by parametric functions such as a recurrent neural network [Graves, 2013 , Bahdanau et al., 2014 , a convolutioinal neural network [Gehring et al., 2017] , and more recently, attention-based models like the transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017] . Recently, Radford et al. [2019] demonstrated remarkable generations in terms of fluency and coherency by using a large transformer language model trained on a large dataset.
With few exceptions [Zhang et al., 2017] , generation using auto-regressive models employs beam search, a heuristic to approximately select the most likely sequence according to the joint distribution defined by the generator. Importantly, such sequence level scoring aggregates intermediate loglikelihood scores produced by the conditional prerdictor. In other words, the same scoring model is used for generating candidates and for selecting the best candidate in the set. In this work instead, we decouple the two scoring functions, and train a dedicated scoring function for the latter task.
Learning scoring functions has a long history and is generally referred to as energy-based modeling [LeCun et al., 2006] . In energy-based models (EBMs), the goal of learning is to shape an energy (or scoring) function such that training data points have lower energy than spurious (e.g., noisy) data points. Inference (e.g., a completion task like predicting the next word in the sequence) reduces to finding mimina in the energy landscape. EBMs have been mostly applied to vision applications [Teh et al., 2003, Du and Mordatch, 2019] where search is easier thanks to the continuous nature of the input space. At training time, the energy is decreased at training data points (positive examples) and increased at spurious points (negative examples) which can be found via MCMC sampling [Hinton, 2002] , gradient descent [LeCun et al., 2006] , etc. Our work can be intepreted as a particular instance of EBM where negatives are produced by a pre-trained language model as opposed to the energy function itself. Learning a generator and a discriminator relates also to Generative Adversarial Networks [Goodfellow et al., 2014] , except that in our case the generator is trained beforehand.
Using a separately trained scoring function to evaluate candidates in the beam has been recently proposed in the context of dialogue modeling by Kulikov et al. [2018] . There the negatives are randomly chosen next utterances from the training dataset. Here we use samples from a language model to build the set of negatives.
GLTR [Strobelt et al., 2019] demonstrates an interactive tool to show how a large language model scores an input text, which in particular can be used to check if text was generated by a language model generator. While we share the same motivation, this work extends that study by showing that a dedicated discriminator can work better than original generator's log-likelihood score. Moreover, we provide an empirical assessment of the generalization ability of such discriminator when varying the type of generator and the datasets used for training it, as often times training of the discriminator is performed without access to the actual generator used at test time.
Finally and concurrent with this work, there has been a release of a training dataset of the GPT-2 language model generations 2 , for the purpose of training discriminators capable of detecting machine generated text. While we share the same motivation, our work is a much broader investigation on the topic. We assess generalization of several discriminator architectures to not just one but several kinds of generators and datasets used for training.
Approach
In this section we first describe the architectures of the discriminator we considered, we then explain how we generate negatives and introduce the loss function used to train the discriminator. We conclude with a description of the testing protocol and metrics.
Learning to Score
Our goal is to build a function f θ that scores the joint compatibility of an input sequence of tokens (w 1 , . . . , w n ). The goal of training is to score golden sequences higher than other sequences. We parameterize the scoring function as a neural network, using the architectures described in §4.4.
At training time, the scoring function f θ is trained using a variant of the ranking loss [Collobert et al., 2011] . Let x + be a positive sample consisting of a sequence of n tokens taken from the training set, (x − 1 , ..., x − k ) be a set of k "negatives" each derived from the same positive sequence but containing at least some machine generated tokens (see more details below), the standard ranking loss is:
In our work, we slightly modify the above loss by a) replacing the full sum with the term yielding the largest loss (corresponding to the most offending negative [LeCun et al., 2006] ), and b) splitting the loss in three parts. The first loss is the same as above, dubbed L all . The second loss is the same as above but specialized in suffixes, as it is used only when the generated text appears at the end of the sequence; this is dubbed L suff . The third loss is the same as above but specializes in prefixes, as it is used only when the generated text appears at the beginning of the sequence; this is dubbed L pref . We therefore have three scoring functions, (f all , f suff , f pref ), one for each such loss, which are computed using three separate top linear layers. Empirically, we found that using these three ranking losses worked better than a single one (see ablation study in §4.8).
Generating Negatives
The most critical component of training an energy based model is the method used to generate negatives, i.e. inputs where the energy should score high or the score should be low (unlikely inputs). In settings with continuous variables, researchers have suggested MCMC [Teh et al., 2003] or Langevin dynamics [Du and Mordatch, 2019] . In this work instead, we use the fact that modern auto-regressive models for text are already quite good, and we use them for negative sampling.
We train two auto-regressive language models, a left-to-right one which will be used to produce suffixes, and a right-to-left one which will be used to generate prefixes. The negatives are generated by top-k sampling [Fan et al., 2018] setting k equal to 10. Given a trained language model (for instance, a left-to-right autoregressive model) and given a positive example
a negative can be written as:
where w j for j ∈ [1, i] with i < n are ground truth words belonging to the common context andŵ j for j ∈ [i + 1, n] are words generated by the language model. In the same way, we can sample a negative with a right-to-left model yielding:
Experiments
In this section we first describe the datasets and preprocessing used, and then provide the architecture details for both generators and scoring functions. We then present the main results of this work and extensively investigate the generalization ability of the scoring functions we have considered.
Scoring Model Evaluation
We evaluate the success of a scoring model in three settings: in-domain, cross-architecture, and cross-corpus. These settings are determined by the corpora used to train the training generator(s) and the corpora used to train the testing generators; and the train and test generator architectures. In each of these settings, given a testing corpus C test and a testing generative model G test , we start by taking a number of examples from C test as in (2) and for each, generate k negatives with G test as in (3) or (4). In all the experiments we use k = 10.
The three settings are distinguished by the choices of C test and architecture of G test compared to C train and G train used when training the scorer. Notice that C train is used for training first the training generators, and then the scoring function. In the in-domain setting, C test is C train (except the prefixes at test are from the test-set of the corpus), and G test has the same architecture as G train (but is trained from a different random seed). In the cross-architecture setting, again C test is C train , but the architecture of G test is different from the architecture of G train . In the cross-corpus setting, G test has the same architecture as G train but C test is different than C train , and G test is trained on the training split of C test , while G train trained on the train split of C train .
In each case, the scoring function f θ is applied to the positive and the k negative examples, and we measure performance in terms of precision at 1 (P@1), which is the ratio between the number of times the ground truth sequence scores the highest over the number of sequences in the test set.
Corpora
We train models on three corpora whose statistics are reported in Appendix Tab. 7:
Books: The Toronto books corpus described in , , which consists of fiction books in 16 different genres, totaling about half a billion words.
CCNews: We collect a de-duplicated subset of the English portion of the CommonCrawl news dataset [Nagel, 2016] , which totals around 16 Billion words.
Wikitext: The wikitext103 dataset from Merity et al. [2016] , which consists of 103 million words from English Wikipedia articles.
While Wikitext and CCNews are factual, Books is fiction and comprises a wide variety of writing styles. The CCNews corpus has the narrowest domain and it is two orders of magnitude larger than Wikipedia. Overall, these datasets are interesting because they enable us to assess the ability of the scoring function to fit and generalize across various axes, from the amount of data available at training time to the richness of style and relatedness among the different data sources.
On Wikitetxt and Books, we extract positive sequences from windows of text that are 160 tokens long with a stride of 40. On the larger CCNews we do the same except that we stride by 160 tokens. This protocol to mine positives is used both at training and test time, although at test time we limit the evaluation to 60,000 randomly chosen positive samples.
We use a Byte Pair Encoding [Sennrich et al., 2015] in order to represent all the dataset with a common vocabulary. In particular, our vocabulary contains 50k tokens that was constructed from a byte level UTF-8 encoding of CC-NEWS corpus following Radford et al. [2019] .
Generator Architectures
We use two different architectures for generating negatives: a fully convolutional network (Conv) and a transformer based network (Transf) [Vaswani et al., 2017] . We have a medium and a large transformer model, yielding three language models (for each direction) in total: Conv, Transf, TransfBig. The convolutional model uses the "GCNN-14" architecture from Dauphin et al. [2017] with 12 convolutional layers, as implemented in "fconv_lm_dauphin_wikitext103" by Ott et al. [2019] . The transformer models are based on the architecture used in . The medium sized models uses 6 blocks each containing a multi-head attention module with 8 heads. The large models use 12 blocks each containing a multi-head attention module with 16 heads. The transformer models are also implemented in Ott et al.
[2019] as "transformer_lm" and "transformer_lm_big". We also train a "huge" model on CCNews with about 10 times the parameters of the "transformer_lm_big". See Table 8 in Appendix for more details.
As described in Sec. 3.1.1, we use these language models to generate either a prefix or a suffix. Unless otherwise specified, positive sequences are 160 tokens long. With equal probability, we condition on either 120 or 140 tokens taken from either the beginning or the end of the original sequence when generating negatives. Table 1 : "In domain" generalization of scoring models (each row) on various text datasets. A column corresponds to the corpus used to get positives and to fit the train and test language models, which are TransfBig ( §4.3) with different initial seeds. The score in each cell is the P@1 with 10 negatives. The final two rows are the training language model used as a scorer by taking either its logprob or negative logprob of the whole text (model generation are generally more likely than real text [Strobelt et al., 2019] ).
Scoring Function Architectures
We consider three architectures for the scoring function: Linear which computes a score via a bag of tokens:
, where u i is a learnt scalar parameter corresponding to the i-th token in the vocabulary. BiLSTM [Schuster and Kuldip, 1997, Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005] which computes a score through L bidirectional layers using LSTM recurrent units [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] 
, where h L,i is the hidden state at position i and layer L which is the concatenation of the forward and backward hidden states, AvgPool averages hidden states over positions and Linear is a vector of parameters projecting the hidden state down to a scalar value. We consider two versions, referred to as BiLSTM and BiLSTM Big. Both have 4 layers, but BiLSTM has 512 units in both the embedding layer and the hidden layers, while BiLSTM Big has 758 units in the embedding layer and 2014 units in the hidden states. Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017 , Devlin et al., 2018 which computes a score similarly to the BiLSTM's scorer, except that each bi-LSTM layer is replaced by a either a bidirectional Transformer layer (BiTransf), or a Transformer with causal self-attention (UniTransf). For unidirectional models we use the same averaging technique as with BiLSTM models. For bidirectional models the score is computed via: f (w 1 , ..., w n ) = u h L,1 + b, where h L,1 is the top layer hidden state at the first position (as common practice also in prior work [Devlin et al., 2018] ). BiTransf uses the BERTBase [Devlin et al., 2018] configuration: 12 bidirectional transformer layers with 768 units and 12-head attention. It is initialized from a publicly available pretrained bert-base-cased model 3 . UniTransf has instead 12 layers with 1024 units and 16 attention heads per layer. Following Radford et al. [2019] we used the language modeling task for pretraining.
For all models, we use Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] optimizer with warmup. Training is stopped after processing 2.5M samples without any improvement on the validation set. We use data-parallel synchronous multi-GPU training with up to 8 nodes, each with 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs. To improve training speed, we use mixed precision training 4 . Following common practice we clip the norm of the gradient vector [Pascanu et al., 2013] . More details about hyper-parameter setting can be found in Appendix Tab. 10, while Tab. 9 in Appendix reports the number of parameters of each scoring function.
In-domain generalization
In Table 1 we report the results of the in-domain generalization experiment using our large language model, TransfBig. We observe that when the scoring models have similar representational power compared with the generator (UniTransf, see Table 9 ), they are able to distinguish real from fake completions fairly accurately, reaching a p@1 with 10 negatives of more than 90% on the Books dataset (which is easier since it exhibits the larger variety of style and topics), and attaining above 80% Table 2 : Cross-architecture generalization in terms of P@1 with 10 negatives using the Wikitext dataset. Each row is a model architecture used for generating the training negatives, and each column is a model architecture for generating the testing negatives.
on the more challenging CCNews dataset (for which generation is easier and hence discrimination harder). Weaker scoring models are able to do comparably or better at discriminating real from fake than the training generator used as a scorer by taking the negative log probability of the sequence as a score. In conclusion, learning a dedicated discriminator is much more effective than using the original language model generator as a scorer, and discriminators whose complexities match the generators work better.
Cross-architecture generalization
In Table 2 , we assess how well the best scoring function we have, UniTransf, generalizes to different generator architectures at test time, using Wikitext as dataset. As a reference, the test perplexity of Conv, Transf and TransfBig is 35.4, 33.5 and 24.5, respectively. Therefore, TransfBig is expected to produce higher quality negatives.
Unsurprisingly, each scoring model does best at discriminating the generator architecture it was trained on (see results along the diagonal). Perhaps surprisingly, there is not a clear relationship between train-generative-model perplexity and generalization. On one hand, we see that the mean result of training with generations from the big transformer (averaging values in last row) is slightly worse than the mean score of training on the medium transformer (averaging values in the row before the last). Thus training with only strong negatives can make it easier to be exploited by weaker negatives. On the other hand, scoring functions do exhibit good generalization to negatives produced by weaker generators at test time. For instance, if negatives are generated by the strongest generator, TransfBig, at training time but then the scoring function is tested using negatives from Transf, P@1 is more than 10% higher (last row of the table). On the contrary, harder negatives at test time are not discriminated well (see the decrease of P@1 along the first row). This is further confirmed by the experiments in Tab. 4, where we compare on CCNews testing with negatives produced by TransfBig (which matches the training architecture) versus TransfHuge which is an almost ten times bigger generator. In this case, P@1 decreases by 35%.
Overall, the scoring function exhibits good generalization as long as negatives are produced by weaker generators. Otherwise, P@1 drops significantly although not catastrophically.
Cross-Corpus generalization
In table 3 we show the results of generalizing across corpora using UniTransf as scoring function and TransfBig as generator both at training and test time. We can see that the models generalize less well across corpora than they did across architectures; for instance, when testing on Wikitext a scoring function trained with either Books or CCNews, P@1 does not even reach 40%. However, training on the union of two of the corpora gives a large benefit over training on just one or the other when testing on the third. Finally, training on the union of all the three corpora (last row) yields a scoring function that is fairly robust to the testing conditions, with just a slight decrease of precision compared to the ideal case of exact match betwteen corpus used at training and test time.
We also used the publically available GPT2 medium [Radford et al., 2019 ] and the TransfHuge model we trained on CCNews to generate test negatives. In Table 4 , the first row is "in-domain" (and so matches the corresponding row in Table 1 ). The next row is cross-architecture in the middle cell; and cross-corpus and cross architecture in the other cells since TransfHuge is trained on CCNews. The final row is cross-corpus and cross architecture since GPT2 was trained another dataset which we do not have access to, and it also has a different architecture. Radford et al. [2019] 79.9 44.2 53.4 Table 4 : Training negatives are produced by TransfBig trained on the datasets shown in the columns. Rows correspond to the generator architectures used to produce negatives at test time. TransfHuge is trained on the training portion of CCNews. TransfHuge has similar architecture as TtransfBig but much bigger, with a total of 1.4 billion parameters. In the last row we report P@1 using negatives produced by GPT2 medium, totalling 345 million parameters and trained on the web corpus described in Radford et al. [2019] . Columns correspond to the corpus used for test prefixes. The score in each cell is p@1 with 10 negatives.
Ablation Study
First, we investigate the robustness of the best scoring function, UniTransf, with respect to generation length and location of the generated text. Results in Table 5 show that the scoring function works better on easier tasks despite the fact that the distribution of negatives is different from the one seen at training time. For instance, if negatives are generated using a left-to-right language model producing the last 20 tokens at training time but at test time negatives have the last 40 tokens generated (a considerably easier discrimination task), P@1 increases from 53.8% to 55.5%. On the contrary, P@1 drops by 20% if at training time negatives have 40 generated tokens but only 20 at test time. Similarly, the scoring function does not generalize well to filling gaps in other positions than those used for training (see poor performance on cells on the anti-diagonal).
Finally, we study the impact of the variants of ranking loss in equation (1). Table 6 shows the baseline performance when using the holistic term L all as opposed to also the losses specific to detecting machine generated text in the prefix and suffix (first two rows). The composite loss yields almost a 1% improvement in precision. While computing the gradient using more negatives only marginally helps, selecting the most offending negative in that set is the strategy that offers the biggest gain, more than 2% when averaging over 3 negatives as opposed to taking the one that increases the loss the most. In our work, we use this latter setting.
Stability to Other Negative Distributions
In the previous sections we have seen that the scoring functions are not robust to negatives generated from a model trained on a different corpus. However, even in that case, a negative is still a sample from an auto-regressive neural network. In Section E in the Appendix, we show examples where changing a few entities can cause large jumps in score (from negative to positive), and so fool the scorer. More generally, we see that the scoring function is not robust to truly out-of-domain samples. For example, the scorer will score blocks of randomly generated text higher than real text.
These behaviors are evidence that the scoring functions have learned the regularities of generated text, as opposed to learning the regularities of real text. We surmise that it does so because modeling the latter would be much more difficult than the former. By modeling generated text, the scoring Table 5 : Generaralization across different generation tasks using UniTransf scoring function and TransfBig generator on Wikitext. Each row specifies the datasets of negatives used at training time.
Each column specifies the dataset of negatives used at test time. We vary the length of the generation (either 20 or 40 tokens) and the position of the generated text (either at the beginning or the end of the sequence). The score in each cell is P@1 with 10 negatives.
P@1
L all 66.8 L all +L suff +L pref 67.6 L all +L suff +L pref , 3 random negatives 68.0 L all +L suff +L pref , worst negative out of 3 70.3 L all +L suff +L pref , worst negative out of 6 70.6 Table 6 : Ablation study investigating different variants of the ranking loss introduced in §3.1 using TransfBig generator and BiTransf scoring function on Wikitext. to groundtruth and generated sequences at different positions in terms of discriminator score and generator log-likelihood (averaged over the whole test set of Wikitext). The score is only affected by corruptions at either end of the sequence. These out-of-domain corruptions invariably increase the score. However, all perturbations lower the log-likelohood of the sequence.
function assigns high score to anything that is not generated by its training generator. While not surprising, this might be considered a liability of such scoring functions. However, as a model of text, the scoring functions should be considered as working on the residuals of the language models used to generate negatives. For the examples in Appendix Section E, the language model records a large decrease in likelihood after the change in entity; and the language models of course give much lower likelihood to random text than gold or generated text. Therefore, the scoring function needs not to be accurate on examples that are already very unlikely according to these language models.
In Figure 1 we show the average effects of applying various perturbations to sequences from Wikitext103 on an in-domain scorer and a language model to each location (from 1 to 160) in the sequence. We see that for all perturbations, the scorer increases its score, but the language model decreases its score (the likelihood). We also see that the scorer is more sensitive to the ends of the text, which is where the negatives were different from real text at training time.
Final Remarks
Through an extensive empirical analysis, we have investigated how accurately machine generated text can be detected automatically. Our experiments show that training a dedicated scoring function for this task works significantly better than using the (negative) log-likelihood scores of the language model generating the data under consideration. We then assessed generalization performance of such scoring function, and found that it generalizes well as long as language model generators used at test time are trained on similar datasets and use architectures that are similar or weaker than those used to train the scoring function.
While the lack of broader generalization across corpora limits the applicabilty to downstream tasks where there is no control on the data and models used for training the generators, we believe that results could further improve by scaling up the size of the scoring function and by adding a larger variety of negatives, including sequences generated adversarially by the same scoring function.
A Corpora sizes Table 9 : Number of parameters (in millions) for the scoring functions (right). The computational cost is directly related to the number of parameters in other layers than the input embedding layer (second row).
C Hyper-parameter Setting
All models are implemented usign the PyTorch framework [Paszke et al., 2017] and are optimized using Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] .
To train our biggest model (UniTransf) on our biggest dataset (CC-NEWS) we used 8 machines each with 8 GPUs in synchronous mode using data parallelism. The resulting large batch size speeds up training when combined with float16 reduced precision and cosine scheduling of the learning rate without any restarts [Loshchilov and Hutter, 2016] , i.e. we decay the learning rate to zero over the course of "max steps" updates and then stop training. Using these methods, we reduced training time by five times compared to a single node training. For all other configurations we used a single node with up to 8 GPUs and inverse square root decay. max lr bsz (per GPU) GPUs fp16 warmup steps max steps 
E Perturbing the Energy Function
In this section we show that we can change a few words to make a negative example become a "positive" one as judged by the scoring function, and vice versa, by using gradient information. Figure 3: Real and fake (negatives generated from TransfBig language model) completions as scored by the learned scoring function. The scoring function is able to separate them well. These scores are calcuated based on the single example reported in the main text of §E.
On this example, using the big transformer model, UniTransf, as the scoring function, we are able to separate real from fake examples as shown (Figure 3) . We want to perturb these negatives to violate the margin. To do so, we make use of the gradient information from the scoring function ∇ x f θ (x) and use a first order Taylor expansion to approximate the effect of a token replacement (we abuse our notations and use x to denote embeddings in this analysis). Given the original sample x, we change one word x i to x i to arrive at x . The score of x is approximately:
Using this approximation, we can search for those token replacements that increase/decrease the score the most. We can easily change a negative sample to a positive one by replacing the 5 words highlighted below. In paratheses, we report both score and language model perplexity. By changing a few words we can make a negative sample become real as scored by the scoring function, and vice versa.
